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CREATING A foundation FOR LIFE.

ROOTED IN CHRIST.  EXCELLING IN THE CLASSROOM.  SERVING OUR COMMUNITY.

PRESCHOOL    Preschool is the perfect time to begin a new and educational adventure.  St.  Michael School provides a faith-filled 
environment where children are encouraged to explore their curiosity and their imagination.  New friendships are fostered and built 
on treating everyone with love and respect.  Week to week students study a new letter bringing in alphabetical items to share.  
Individually, students have the opportunity to shine as Owl of the Week.  Learning in preschool is a community effort from surprise 
mystery readers throughout the year, to snack days with loved ones, to visits from the fire department.  Education is built through 
relationships with great role models.  Creativity guides a class book on the pals made at school while science experiments show that 
learning can be fun.  Through it all, our preschool students are reminded that they are God’s children and loved by a larger school 
community.

JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN    As we welcome our Junior Kindergarteners to the St.  Michael School Community we sow the seeds of 
academic excellence, responsible citizenship, and compassionate service.  Our students are provided with a nurturing environment 
where they can take the time to explore new ideas, meet new friends, and begin their spiritual journey.  At the root of this experience 
is faith and in practice as exemplified by this grade’s Holy Thursday foot-washing activity.  Junior Kindergarten is the place where 
young children blossom as learners and followers of Christ.

KINDERGARTEN    Rooted in faith and knowledge, Kindergarteners are able to truly bloom.  Some have attended our Summer Boot 
Camp, building their core skills while others continue from Junior Kindergarten.  No matter their path to the classroom they can 
all look forward to exciting excursions to the Metroparks and Zoo.  Learning and growing go hand in hand as they raise chicks and 
butterflies.  Marking the milestones, Kindergarteners participate in a Thanksgiving Feast, a Polar Express Day, a 100 Day Celebration, 
and culminate the year with an ABC countdown.  Growing in leaps and bounds these students expand their view of the world, 
themselves, and their close relationship with God.

GRADE 1     By first grade, St.  Michael students are developing into lifetime learners.  In a text-rich environment, they are able to form 
a love of literature.  Through SMILES they can share these stories as well as their own with the elder generations of our community.  
Students in this grade are expanding their tastes not only in topics of interest but also through holiday delectables.  For over twenty 
years first graders have constructed sweet Gingerbread Houses and learned the art of knotting Lenten Prayer Pretzels.  Through daily 
religion class and weekly mass students also grow nearer to God.
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GRADE 2    Second grade is a year of prayer and preparation.  Students draft and publish pieces of writing and recording for their 
own electronic portfolios to share with classmates and parents alike.  Practicing their cursive they develop their own handwriting and 
with Spelling City broaden their vocabulary.  Studying a variety of topics from apples to bats and on through the alphabet they create 
boards and projects for display.  Second graders set off on their journey through the ‘Big Campus’ supported by their eighth-grade 
buddies and the rest of the SMS family.  This path continues as they ready themselves for the sacraments of Reconciliation and First 
Holy Communion.  During a faith-filled two day retreat, these young churchgoers celebrate ‘Jesus Day’ by creating banners and crafts.  
They enjoy movies, stories, and meditation centered on the Word of God.

GRADE 3    Every day of third grade is a new adventure.  From mystery Skype sessions to trips to the Independence Land Lab students 
are never quite sure where the day will take them.  They are pioneers of twenty-first-century technology whether coding or gaming 
with Genius Hour or OSMO.  Spreading their wings like the Monarch butterflies they study, third graders use virtual reality to broaden 
their horizons.  Through literature circles, they come to know the voices of many cultures.  With the world at their fingertips, these 
tech-savvy students are developing into true digital citizens.  Exploring their faith through song each day they are the voice of a new 
generation.

GRADE 4    Fourth graders are making learning choices that consistently promote ownership over their own education.  When the 
holidays approach they create individual character look-alike pumpkins, thankful slide shows, and even plan Santa’s perfect vacation.  
Selecting a famous living Ohioan, students put their creativity on display embodying this role model for the SMS Wax-Museum.  Fourth 
graders even become Young Entrepreneurs pitching self-created products.  While carving out their individuality, students in this 
grade also develop cooperative skills through monthly Partner-Scoot Races and Class Raffles.  They work together as paleontologists 
examining fossil remains, extinct animals, and water erosion patterns.  Most significantly fourth-graders deepen their relationship with 
God as persons and people of the faith.

GRADE 5    Fifth grade allows for exploration of the mind, body, and soul.  Students are challenged to push themselves towards abstract 
thinking by asking probing questions.  At times they consider why a math concept is valid or look for unique finds in owl pellets all the 
while being tasked with thinking beyond the evidence to draw their own conclusions.  Illustrating what they know becomes literal as 
they create reading comics and fully animated children’s books based on their own writing.  True exploration involves immersion into 
the area of study.  The sights, sounds, and tastes of France help students journey deeper into The Family Under the Bridge and the 
taste of sweet, minty victory serves as motivation to market their own candy cane flavor.  Study of the Sacraments grants students the 
greatest gift of exploration, that of self-examination and full participation in mass, the embodiment of the Living Word.

GRADE 6    Sixth graders set themselves apart as stewards of the Kingdom of God.  They visit the beautiful landscape of Cuyahoga 
Valley National Park where they learn to preserve their own backyard and the Earth for future generations.  Students also form a 
special bond with a retirement community in North Olmsted, making prayer and greeting cards, decorations, and offering seasonal 
messages to the residents.  Near Christmas SMS ‘elves’ visit to sing carols and are blessed to have that visit reciprocated by veterans 
who share their years of experience with a willing sixth-grade audience.  As stewards of their knowledge, they learn to write and 
publish newspapers, slideshows and expand their understanding of the world through multicultural readings.  While in Math, they 
learn real-world applications for the concepts of calculating percents, classifying data, and analyzing geometry.  By studying the early 
church and first Christians they are able to appreciate their own role as caretakers of the environment and modern-day models of our 
faith.

GRADE 7    Seventh grade is a year of hands-on learning in all forms across the curriculum.  Students are authors crafting the endings 
that “should have been”  part of our favorite books and stories.  They are skilled designers creating roller coasters and ecosystems.  
They are political analysts comparing forms of government through One-Pagers and more.  As mathematical problem solvers, they 
are using concrete manipulatives to solve abstract equations.  Traveling through time, they get to step into the roles of historians in 
ancient Athens, detectives in a schooltime mystery, and teenage “Outsiders” in 1960s America.  Stepping into the future, they are 
growing as digital citizens learning to create, collaborate, and publish using a variety of media.  But above all else, seventh graders 
are living out loud the word of God through student-created prayer services and opportunities to better their school and community.  

GRADE 8    Eighth grade’s underlying theme is to go and grow deeper.  Students in this grade delve into primary sources, poems, and 
lyrics as critical readers and literary analysts.  Whether preparing for their Science and Engineering Fair projects or their Argumentative 
Research papers they are learning to synthesize information in order to present the material in their own voice.  Growing their 
vocabulary has become an ongoing process through the use of Membean an individualized word study program.  Utilizing the proper 
tools and processes is a key part of preparing them for their high school future.  When solving complex linear algebraic equations they 
know to use their TI-84 calculators, when presenting a Book Talk they can go to FlipGrid, and when revising EasyBib and Grammarly 
have been expert editors.  But growing the mind is only one part of the whole.  Through their work with the Upside of Downs, they 
have shown their compassion.  As participants in various clubs and activities, they bring our school pride.  Truly acting as the leaders 
of the school, our eighth graders strive to emulate the Apostles and saints who came before them by serving their families, their 
classmates, and their community.  
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